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Tag u n g s b e r ich t 45/1989

Linear Operators and Applications

22.10. bis 28.10.1989

Die Tagung wurde geleitet von L Gohberg (Tel Aviv), B. Gramsch (Mainz) und' H.H. Schaefer

(Tübingen). Im Mittelpunkt der Interessen standen neuere anwendungsbezogene

.Entwicklungen' in der Operatorentheorie auch in Verbindung mit Integralgleichungen,

Differential- und Pseudodifferentialoperatoren. Die anregende Atmosphäre hat zu vielen

mathematischen Diskussionen geführt, die bereits einige Vorträge beeinflußt haben.

Die allgemeine Operatorentheorie im Banachraum wurde durch Vorträge über Interpolation,

invariante Untenilume, Approximationszahlen und der Geometrie der Banachräume vertreten.

Weiter gab es Vorträge zur Hilbertraumtheorie, der Theorie der Halbgruppen, der Theorie der

Matrixfunktionen, zur Frage nach der Existenz von stetigen linearen Rechtsinversen zu

• Differentialoperatoren, der Theorie der FunktioneDräume, der Pseudodifferentialoperatoren, der

'V*-Algebren und der Differentialgeometrie in Frechetalgebren von Operatoren. Schwerpunkte

der Vorträge waren unter anderem:

- Reproduzieren~ Kerne

- S~ektive Isometrien von L1 n L00 [0,00) und LI + L00 [0,00)

- Berezin-Toeplitz-Quantisierung

- 'V*--stönIngstheorie

- Hahn-Zerlegung operatorwertiger Maße
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- Interpolationsprobleme -

- Komplettierung und maximale Entropie

- Singuläre -StOnmgstheorie

- Wirtschaftstheorie

- Biomathematik

-Eigenf~onsen~ck1ungen

YortragsausZÜge

2
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E. ALBRECHT. Spectra of Linear Operators on InteJ.POlation Spaces.

Let X=(XO,xt) and Y=(YO'YI) be two compatible pairs of Banach· spaces and write

Xe ' Ye q for the corresponding real interpolation spaces (0<8<1, 1SqSoo). If TJ.e .r(X.,Y.)
,q , J J

G=O,I) satisfy TO1Xif'X1=TllXif'X1we denote the operator obtained by the real interpolation

method in $(Xe,q,Ye,q) by Te,q. Fix 0<9<1.

-Theorem 1: If X=Y then the mapping q-iO'(Te,q) is constant on [1,00].

This improves an earlier result by M. zafran (1980). For the essential spectrum we have

Theorem 2: If X=Y then the mapping q-+O"e(Te,q) is constant on [1,00).

This is a direct consequence of the following

Theorem 3: Fot T=(TO,T1) are equivalent: •

(a) For some pe [1,00) the operator Te,p is Fredholm.

(b) For an pe[l,oo] the operator Te,p is Fredholm. Moreover, in this situation we have

ker Te =ker Te for al1 p,qe[l,oo] and there is same finite dimensional subspace H_ of,p ,q -'1:1

Ye,1such that Y9,q="e EBran Te,q far al1 qe[l,oo].

Tbe results have been obtained in joint work with K. Schindler (Saarbrücken).
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KHRISTO N. BOYADZHIEV. A Trace Formula fOT Commutators of Unitat:y Qperators.

Theorem: H U,V are two unitary operators with dim [U,V]=n, then there exists a real

measurable bounded funetion f(~s) defined for OS~sS21t, If(1,s) 1Sn, such that

1 211: ~(p,g» . .
(*) tr[p(U,V),q(U,V)] = 2ni ~I~(e1t,e~f(t,s)dtds

holds for any two polynomials p,q, p(eit,eis)=I, an meinteims, q=similar where

a p(U,V)=Ia Unym, q(U,V)=similar. The function fis given'by the formula f(t,s)=lim p. 1• n,m. r, ~-
1 -1 -1 "- _ it is 'r\-12ful0g . det(UA.V~U'" VJ.L) where I\r---re, tJ.=pe, UÄ,=(U-n.}(I-ÄU) ,

y ~=(V-ii)(1-iLV)-1. This theorem is given a shan proof, independent of

Larey-Pineus-Helton-Howe's results. The fonnula (*) implies (via Cayley's transform) a

Helton-Howe type fonnula far pairs of (unbounded) self-adjoint operators.

e

I. CIORANESCU. Exponential \'ectors &Dd Analytic Semigmup Generators.

Let A be an unbounded linear closed operator on the Banach space X; far V>O we ~fine.

"v={xeX; IIAkx IISc.Je,k=O,I,2,... }. Tbe space "v is a Danach space with the narm

11 x 11v=sup~ 11 Akx i IJJ' and its elements are called vectors of expo~ential type Sv. We

denote ExpA=..Jv: 1"v and call its elements exponential vectors cf A. We note that the

sequenee {"v}v>o is a Banach-space scale far A. Our main result is;

Theorem: A elosed operator A is the generator of an uniformly bounded eosine funetion iff A

generates a bounded analytie semigroup far Re z>O and (ExpA)- =X.

Applieation is made to the ease of almost-periodie eosine funetions, namely:

Corollary: A elosed operator A is the generator of an almost-periodic eosine funetion iff A,
generaleS a bounded analytie semigroup far Re z>O and the set of its eigenvectors is total in X.

L.·A. COBURN. The Berezin-Toejllitz Ouantization and Geometty on Symmetrie Spaces.

For n a bounded domain in (D with normalized volume measure or n = (D with Gaussian

measure, consider the L2 spaces and the associated subspaces, H2, of holomorphie funetions.
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For P the orthogonal projection operator from L2 onto 8 2 and Mf the (densely-;<tefined)

operator of multiplication by a fixed L2 function f, the Toeplitz operators on 9 2 given by

TrPMf IP and the Hankel operators on' L2, IJr<I-P)Mf are of considerable interest. 1

discuss recently obtained results on the boundedness, compactness and symbol calculus for

these operators and their relation to pseudo-differential operators.

Ii W. ·CROSS. Linear TransformatiOns QfTauberiari tn>e inNormed SpaCes.

~t I:D(T)cX-+Y be a linear transformation where X and Y are nonned spaces. Tbe operator T

is called Tauberian Ü (T..)-I(Q~(T)" where Q is the quotient map defined on Y" with

kernel D(T').L. In case of operators in Banach spaces such operators were first studied by

N. Kalton and A. Wilansky, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 57 (1976), 251-255. This article

investigates the basic properties of these operators and characterises Tauberian operators T

whose adjoints are continuous (for instance, when T is partially continuous, or when D(T)is

campIete). For example, let T' be continuous. Theo T is Tauberian if and ooly if for a11
tJ

bounded sets B of "D(T), B is relatively a(D(T),D(T)') compaet wheoever TB is relatively

a(Y,D(TI»compact It is shown that if T is Tauberian and dim I-I(0)<00 theo T is a

9_-operator and that the converse statement is true in the case when T is continuous.

H. DYM. Nevanlinna Pick Inter.polation and Re.producin& Kernel Hilben Spaces rOT llRPCr

IrianmUar Operators.

Let $ denote the space of bounded linear operators on the sequence spare 1~ of

f={ ...,f_1,fO,f1,... ) with fi in a complex separable Hilben space .A'. For Ae$ let Aij denote

the operator from ."y into itself which is defined by the role (Af).=I,.oo A..f. and let
1 J=-eo IJ J

U = (Ae$: Aij=O for i>j) (= upper trianglar)

~= (Ae$: Aij=O for i;tj) (= diagonal).

Also, let Z denate the shift: (zt)i=fi+1. Z is unitary and for every FeU, there exists a unique

. ~n-l i 0
set F[Q],F[l]'... In 9J such that F-~j =0 Z F[j] e Z U.

•
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An important ro~e in the development is played by the "transform" P(v)=Ij : 1V(jlpm of FeU.

where Ve 9 , VUl=VV(l)···V(j-l) (for j~ with V[ll=V, yl0]=1) and V(t)~Z·tvzt (for

t=O,±l,±2,...).The transform is weil defined when IV:=1 im IIV[n1 1l1/n is less than one. A major
n1 00

step in the development of the - theory was the discovery of the analogue

U =(Z-V)(I-L V·Z)-IL-1/2 of the Blaschke product in the present setting. Here L is av v . v v

certain positive definite invertible operator in ~, wbich reduces 10 the identity in the special

case that V is Toeplitz and normal. Tbe recipe far Lv and full details of the analogues of the

lossless inverse scanering problem, reproducingkemel Hilben spaces with special fonns of

kernel of the type introduced by de Branges and of the Nevanlinna Pick intetpOlation problem

in the present setting will appear in a joint paper with D. Alpay and P. Dewilde.

J. ESCHMEIER. Operators with Rieh Invariant Subspace Lattiees.

in 1987 S. Brown proved that eaeh hyponormal operator with thiek speettum has a non-trivial

invariant ~ubspace. In f:he same year E. Albrecht and B. Chevreau showed that under a slightly

strenger eondition on the spectrum more generally each operator.occuring as a restrietion or a

quotient of a decomposable operator and acting on a q~otient of closed subspaces of IP

(1 <p<oo) has a non-ttivial invariant subspace. In the intended talk it will be indicated that the

same result is true. on completely arbitrary Danach spaces and even under the original, weaker,

_riehness condition on the spectrum used by S. Brown. If the riehness conditions are posed for

• the essential spectrum instead of the spectrum, one obqüDs operators with extremely rieh

invariant subspace lattiees. Some applications to the problem, whether certain elasses of

operators are reflexive in the sense of Sarason, will be given.

K.-H. FÖRSTER. Tbe Spectral Theory of Operator Polynomials with Non-Negative

Operators.

Let AO,Al,...,A
1
_

1
be linear operators in a vector space (lelN), then the monie operator
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polynomial LQ..)=Ä.1_Ä.1- IA1-I-...-ÄAI-Ao and the companion matrix operator C have the

same point spectrum. We prove the follwing

Theorem: Let E be a Danach lattice, Ao,...,AI-l be linear compact positive operators in E such

that r=r(L)=r('t)>O. Define the positive eompaet operator Sr=AI-14AI~2+...+kA+b-Ao;
r r

then the follwing 4 assertions hold:

1) r(Sr>~)=r ~ ~p(L)f\C!p(C;Y'rap(~J._ _.

2) r is a pole of the resolvent of Sr and of L-1 of the same order; let p be this mumber.

3) dim N«r~/)=dimN«r-ef)=dim{xeE:it exists an L--i:hain Xo,xl'...'xk=x to r}

4) Each L--chain xo' xI,...,xk to r with Xo~ is linear independenL

None of these statements is true if the assumption of the positivity of the coefficients

AO,... ,AI_ 1 is dropped. This is a joint work with B. Nagy (TU Budapest).

L. S. FRANK.. Linear Dispersiye Sin&War Perturbations.

Dispersive perturbations appear in different fields of Pure and Applied Mathematics and are an

essential part in the propagation of waves theory. They are characterized' by the absence of

'viscosity terms and, thus, describe dynamical systems with conservation laws. Tbe reduced.

operators are hyperbolic (in the sense of I.G. Pettovski). Solutions to the perturbed problems

exhibit an asymptotic behaviour which in same regions is characterized by fast oscillations and

in ather regions solutions are exponentially small ~ the parameter vanishes. These and other

aspects conceming this class of operators will be discussed in the talk.

I. GOHBERG. Inter.,polation Problems far Rational Matrix FunctiODS.

Tbe talk is planned to be a review of the book of J. Ball, I. Gohberg and L. Radman

"Interpolation far rational Matrix functions", which is in the last stage of preparation.

This book presents the theory as a recently matured independent mathematical subject with its

own problems, methods and applications. Tbe realization approach which comes from systems

•
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theory serves as a tool to reduce interpolation problems 10 problems about operators and

matrices and helps 10 get explicit expressions far solutions. Contained in the book are the

matrix valued rational function analogues of the main classical problems as:

Lagrange-Sylvester, Nevanlinna-Pick, Carath6odory-Toeplitz, Nehari and others.

Tbe book includes applications in modem systems theory and conttol. Special attention in the

talk will be paid to the analysis of the 'model reduction problem.

B.GRAMSClI. Local Differential Geomett:y in Frechet Algebras of Operators.
. ..

Starting from results of Salinas (1988) on the geodesics in Gras~ spaces of aC -illgebra

also the case of special Frechet algebras of operators can be considered. We derive some

•results for the locally rational manifolds in the perturbation theory of C -algebras and

* ..-
'V -algebms concerning the local existence of geodesics far these infinite dimensional spaces.

For Frechet algebras continuously embedded in a Banach algebra some conSequences of the

spectral invariance and the submultiplicativity are discussed. ldeas frOm Hamilton (BAMS

1982) also concerning covariant differentiation go into the method. Tbe main examples to tteat

are the set of idempo~ntelements, the. set of Fredholm operatorS 4>m,n and C
OO

(n,Mn,k)' where

Mn,k is the set of (nxn)-matrices of rank k. This wark iS done (panly) in collaboration with

K. Lorentz and J. Scheiba.

• H. ISAEV. Multidimensional CompleX-Analytical view on the Joint siDgularity otthe System

of Multiparameter Operators and its Ap.plications.

We consider the multiparameter spectral (MPS)' system P(Ä.)=(P1(Ä.),...,pn(Ä.», Ä=(Ä.l , ,Ä.n)e (n

where Pj(Ä.)=Aj-Ä1Bj 1-...-ÄnBjn' j=I,2,...,n aets in the Hilbert space JI j' j=l,2, ,n. Let

Al'...,An_ 1 are self~joint operators and their resolvents are compact. We assume that 3

a>O: det{(B·kx.,x.)}.nk_l~a>O Vx.edl., !lx·II=!.
J J J J, - J J J

Theorem: a[Pj(Ä)]r«' consists of at most countably number analytic surfaces in mD.

a[P1(A)]n...na[Pn-l (Ä)]rlR
n

consists of at most c. n. a. curves interseeting at most c. n. of the
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points which are not accumulate at the finite part of~.

Because of this theorem we use the spectral measures of Pj(Ä), Äe~ to consttuct the joint

spectral measure.

R JARCHOW. Composition Qperators on Classical Hardy Spaces.

It is well~own that every analytic funcdon cp: D--.D ~( Izld» induet:s' ~ f~focp. a •

bounded linear map C,:HP--+HP far al1 .values of p. This talk reports aböut same results -

concerning· the general problem of how properties of <p are reflected by properties of Cep' and

vice versa. Tbe results are mainly in terms of a Carleson measure canonical1y associated with

cp and in terms of the behaviour of the funetion p---tllcplI~ or, equivalendy, of ~e sequence

(lIcpnIlHV. For example. if ~1 and (lIcpnUHVell/ß."" then Ccp even maps HP into ~P (for all

p); and this result is sharp. Moreover, (lIcpn llHv e ll/p,l is equivalent to C, being a majorizing

operator HP~LPP~. or eise to (1-1 cp<eit) I>~ being integrable. or else to Ccp being a

(1+p)-nuclear operator H 1+IJP--+H1+P, ete.

M. A. KAASHOEK. A General Framework far Extension Problems and Maximum EntrQpy.

This talk concems positive and contraetive extension problems, of CarathOOdory~Toeplitzand

Nehari type, fer matrix funetions and infinite operator matrices. A general scheme far dealing

with such problems is discussed. In the setting of the general scheme a linear fractional

description of all solutions is given. Also an abstract maxim~ entropy principle is derived.

Tbe ta1k reports on joint werk with I. Gohberg and H J. Woerdeman.

w. KABALLO. SroWl Ideals pr Nuclear Qperatoa and SQme AgpligtiQDS.

In this talk ideals of cp-nuclear (Ncp> and cp-approximable (Scp> operators are considered,

wherecp is a special function 'l'p:tt)=(lOg})-P(lOg logt)-'Y. t near O. where O<p<"'. ')'CIR. or

p=O, -y>O. These ideals occur in a decomposition theorem for meromorphic Fredholm

resolvents in N variables due to B. Gramsch-W. Kaballo (1989), which hotels far N" '
p,O

•
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p>N-l, but falls far N
V

. S. Castello (1989) remarlced tbat the theorem also holds or
N-l~ .

N\" ,1'>1. Here the theorem is also proven far' Sv ,'PI by just showing
T~~ ~~

. Sv =N
V

far all p, '1. Then this and R Königs Weyl--inequality (1977) are used 10 prove
p,y p,y

00

. that the eigenvalues of an operator TeNv. (X) satisfy~Vp,t IAn(T) 1)<00. Similar results are
p~ n=1 .

obtained far AR(n1lt)--nuclear operators. FoT integral operators Tf(x)=IKk(x,y)f(Y)dy,

K=cl(int~ compact, with kemels ke' S(K;Lq(K) satisfying a Gevrey co~tion in the

- IhN
first variable, the eigenvalues decay as IAnmlSCae-<XD , a>O. Here a recent resuIt of

J. Bonet, R.W. Braun, R. Meise and B.A. Taylar on the smjectivity of restriction

I s~)~, s(K) is used.

H. KÖNIG. Fourier Coefficients of Yector-Yalued Functions.

We study the decay of the Fomier-eoefficients of functions on the circle with values in a

Banach space X. Differentiable funetions generally have absolutely summable

Fourier-eoefficients if and only Ü X is K-convex. In the scalar case X= K, by BeI1l&tein's

·classical result, much less, namely a-Hölder-amtinuity with a.>112 suffices. More precise

statements on the decay of the (norms of the) Fourier-eoefficients can be given if the space X

has Fourier-type p,' L e. a Hausdorff-Young-type inequality holds. If a function f:rn~X

• then belongs 10 the Besov--space B~.v(X)' the sequence of norms of the Fourier coefficients

belongs to the Lorentz sequence space ~v where l/t=)Jm+l/max(u',p'). 1bis result is the best

possible in the vector-valued ease and generalizes the well~own scalar results.

L.E. LABUSCHAGNE. Characterisations cf Partially Continuous. Strict1y Cosinplar and

4> T.nle Operators.

Let X and Y be normed linear spaces and let L(X,Y) denate the class of alllinear operators T
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with domain Dm a subspace of X and range a subspace of Y. In [1] und [2] R.W. Cross

defmed a partially continuous operator to be an operator which is continuous on some finite

codimensional subspace of its' domain and showed that an operator T exhibits this property if

and only if each infinite dimensional subspace M of D(T) contains an infinite dimensional

subspace N on which T is continuous. In this present paper we establish analogous

characterisations of partially continuous, strictly cosingular and a class of ,_type operators in

terms of closed infinite codimensional subspaces of Y. As an application we show that under

cenain conditions all unbounded strictly cosingular operators are at least partially continuous.

1. R.W. Cross, Properties of some narm related functions of unbounded linear operators,

Math. Z. 199(1988),285-302.

-e--

2. R.W. Cross, Some continuity properties of linear transformations in normed spaces,

Glasgow Math. J. 30(1988), 243-247.

H. LANGER. Definitizing Polynominals pt Hermitian Operators in PonUjaKin SPaces (jointly

with Z. Sasv4ri).

Let A be a. Hermitian operator in a xl(--5pace nl(with indefinite inner product [.,. ]. A monie

n n

polynomial p=qq with same polynomial q (q(l.)=LapJ if q(l.)=~~jAi) is definitizing for A
. j=O j=O

if [p(A)x,x]~ (xeD(p(A». A selfadjoint operator A has a unique definitizing polynomial of

minimal degree (S 21C), which divides any other definitizing polynomial (Iohvidor/Krein). H A

is essentially selfadjoint and some additional condition is satisfied, it has unique defini$ing •

polynomial of minimal degree, but it can have more irreducible definitizing polynomials of

higher degree. Also the case of a not essentially selfadjoint Hermitian operator is conside~

and applications to the indefinite Hamburger moment problem and to the continuation problet:n

for indefinite Hermitian funetions on [-2a,2a] are considered.
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•K. LORENTZ. SimilarilY Orbits in 'V -Al&ebras.

Using the charaeterization of those Hilbert space operators which admit a norm-continuous

local cross section far the similarity operation by the set of nice Jordan operators done by

D.A. Herrero, E. Androchow and D. Stojanoff proved the existence of a holomorphic local

structure on the siIriilarity orbit of a nice Jordan operator. We carry these kind of results over

•to the case of a 'V -algebra using algebraic methods of B. Gramsch (1984). ODe main idea of

this approach is to consider the homogeneous topology instead of the algebra-topology. As a
. .

consequence we can give to the similarity OIbit of a general Jordan operator a very nice local

structure, namely a locally rational one (notation of B. Gramsch), by construeting rationallocal

cross sections. Moreover, the homogeneous topology can be characterized as a special kind of

11gapll-topology.

G. LUMER. Generalized Solutions. Intepted SemimmPs. Almlieations to Biomathematics

and En&ineerin&.

Let X be a Danach space. We consider -tbe general inhomogenous evolution problem

(*) u'=Au+F(t), u(O)=f, (FEL~oc«(O,+-O,

where A is a linear operation in X, closed, and such that 0 is a unique solution of 'u'=Au,

u(O)=O. For 02:1 (here n is integer, but one can also werk with n real), we say tbat .3 an

n--5trong generalized solution (o-s. g.s.) Vn' and say then that v~ is a (n~l);nild generalized

solution «n-I}-m. g.s.), iff 3 vn classical solution of: v~(t)=Avn(t)+(tn-l/(n-I)!)f+Fn(t)t

• vn(O)=O, where Fn(t)=I~«t-s)n-l/(n-l)I)F(S)ds; ~. g.s. means classical· solution.

Zn={feX:3a n-s. g.S., vn(t,f)=vn of (.) with F=O and u(O)=f}; far feZo set CPo_I=V~(t,f). One

can show under rather mild assumptions on F(t), that far feZo+1 (0=0,1,2....) tbe fonnula

(I) wn(t) = 'n(t) + J~ cpo(t-s)F(s)ds

gives a n-;n. g.s. of the inhomogenuous equation (*). Using this one can show that:

cpn{t):Zn+I~Zn+l' and on Zn+l
. 0-1

fPn(t)fPn(s)=CP2n(t+s}-~~I(SkfP2n-k(t>+ffP2rHt(S».
k=O
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Also using (1) certain general perturbation results (A into A+B) can be obtained. We then

consider in particular locally lipschitz integrated semigroups (~=x, t~IICPI(t)IIIOc. lipschitz),

. and their explicit representation (after replacing A by A-m, same m>O, ü needed):

(2) S(t)=(etAo-I)A-I, (now we use Set) instead of <PI(t»,

where AO is the part of A in D{AJ. We show how this applies immediately to solving,·via

bounded penurbation of At problems of age--51IUCtUt'ed population dynamics of renewal type

*- . - - --* - * . *- -
(where A is now replaced bf A dual of a semigroup generator, in X t ar by A +B -rot in (2)

. •• ••- 1
with X replac~ by X - X heing, say, (CO([O,ID) and D(A ) =L ([O,I[». Another

application is made 10 diffusion problems in, .say, C(D)t with discontinuous boundary behavior

(like in a heat equation where U(O,· )=feC(D), 00 on an, but u(t.·)=O on an far all t>O);

these can be solved via integrated semigroups and explicit solutions obtained from (2) in even

rather general situations; strong results on the behavior of u(t,·) as -1!0 are obtained Still other

applications can be given for equations of type (*) with operators A not densely dentted

F. MANrLoc Differentiable Bundles of Submaces pf a Hanach Spare.

Tbe concepts of R. I anz [I], [2] form an elegant frameworlc far the study of unbounded

operators which·depend on a parameter. Motivated by this we investigate b~es of closed

linear subspaces of a Banach space whicb are tidifferentiable" in a suitable sense. As a

consequence it is possible 10 salve the vector function equation T(x)e(x)=f(x) fer differentiable

data, where the operator function T takes its values in the set of closed linear

operators from a Banach space E into a second Banach space F. This extends earlier results far •

bounded operators T(x) which have been established by the authar in [3], [4].

[I] R. Janz: Holomorphic families of subspaces of a Banach space; Operator Theory: Advances

and Applications 28 (1988), 155-167.

[2] R. Janz: Perturbation of Danach spaces; (to appear).

[3] F. Mantlik: Linear equations depending differentiably on a parameter; Integral Equations

and Operator Theory; (to appear).
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[4] F. Mantlik: Isomorphie classification and lifting theorems far spaces of differentiable

functions with Lipschitz conditions; (10 appear).

R. MEISE. Pbm&JDtn-:Linde1Of Conditions and Continuous Linear Ri&Jtt Inverses far Partial

Differential Qperators (joint work with B.A Taylor (Ann Arbor) and D.e Vogt (Wuppenal».

For a non-eonstant polynomial Pe([zl'...'zo] ~et V:={ze(D:p(-Z)=O). Then P satisfies the

PhragmCn-Lindelöf eonditi~o PL if the following holels:

Vr>O 3R>r \fp>R 3A>O VuePSH«(n): (a) " (P) ~ (y)

(a) u(z)SrIIm zl+O(log(I+lzl) Vze(o

(~) u(z)Sp IIm z I VzeV

(1) u(z)SR IIm. z I+A log(1+ Iz I)+A VzeV

P.satisfies APL ü the above holds far al1 u=log If I, f an entire funetion. The following theorem

and some of its consequences were presented:

TheOrem: For Pe ([zl ,...,zn] -t. f. a. e.

I) P(D) admits a continuous linear right inverse on 8 (fff)/D'(fff)

(2) P satisfies APL

(3) P satisfies PL.

R. MENNICKEN. Expansion of Ana1ytic Functions in Bmon Series and Carlitz Series.

• F.W. Sehäfke et al. identified several expansions of analytic functions in series of higher

transeendental functions (Bessei funetions, Whittaker functions, Legendre funetions,

hypergeometrie functions, confluent hypergeometrie functions, Mathieu funetions and

spheroidal wave funetions) as eigenfunetion expansions of certain boundary eigenvalue

problems far differential equations in the complex domain. Tbe common feature of an these

expansions is the fact that the corresponding boundary value problems are 'linear in the

eigenvalue parameter Are W. Krimmer, R. Mennicken and J. Karl recendy studied expansions in

series of special functions, which are related 10 Ä.-nonlinear boundary eigenvalue problems,
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and developed a thorough spectral theory of such eigenvalue problems.

In the present lecture this theory is applied 10 certain expansions of analytic functions in series

of Bessel functions and products of such functions. Expansions of this type were established by

F.Ja. BeISon in 1976 and L. Carlitz in 1962. These expansions are related to quadratic

operators penells in cenain spaces of holomorphie functions. They are linearized by

appropriate transformations. Tbe lecture presen~s recent results due to H. Langer,

R. Mennieken, M. Möller and A. Sattler.

R. NAGEL. Operator Matrices.

Systems of linear evolution equations with values in a produet , :=E1x...xEn of Danach spaces

Ei lead to operator matrices A=(Aij)nxn with unbounded entries AifEj--+Bi . The following

basic questions are addressed:

1. What is an appropriate domain maldng A a closed operator on 8?

2. How ean one eompute the spectrum of A from the speettum of the eotries Aij?

3. When does A generate a strongly continuous semigroup?

.4. When is this semigroup positive ariand stable?

Some answers can be found in Math. Z. 201, 57--68 (1989).

A. PffiTSCH. ARproximation Numbers of Nuclear Operators and Geometty cf Banach Spaces.

For every Banach space E the D.th Grothendieck number is defined by

r (E):=SUP{ Idet(<X.,a.» 111n !IXtIlSl, ,IIXnIlSl},
n 1 J lIalll~l, ,lIanIlSl

where xl,... ,xneE and a1,...,anEE'. Given OSpSlll, we let

np:={E:rn(E)SCnP for same ~l}.

It tums out that II1fl eonsists of all Banach spaces, while "0 is the class of all weak Hilben

spaces, in the sense of G. Pisier.

e----

•
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Theorem: let Eena and Fellp. Then far every nuclear operator T from E into F, we have

c
anms l=(a+Prn

•
D. PRZEWORSKA-ROLEWICZ. Al&ebraic Analysis.

Let X be a Banach space (over IR or (). Let DeL(X) be a right invertible operator with

dim kerD=I. Let R be a bounded right inverse of D such that x=x+aic-,

X+=c1(lin{R2ke:kelNo})' X-=cI(lin{R2k+1e:kelNo}) u {O}, eeker D. Let AeLO(X) be bounded.

Theo DA=AD on dem D if and only if there is a scalar a such that A=aI.

H X is a real Banach spare' then DnA=ADn on dom Dn (neIN) if and only if

A =acf' when n = 2m+l
(m e IN)

A =.acf + bOs +coR(I+S), when n = 2m,

where S is an involution defined as follows:

S = { xforxe X+
x -x(orxe X-

A.C.M. RAN. Matrix Polynomialswith Prescribed Zero Sttucture in the Finite Complex Plane.

We consider the following inverse problem far a matrix polynomiaL Given a full range pair of

matrices (A,B), A is OXD., B is nxm; a number Qi!o(A) and an invertible matrix D, construet al1

matrix polynomials such that

• (1) (A,B) is a zero pair far L(Ä.),

(2) L(a) = D,

(3) L(A)-1 is analytic at infinity.

It tums out that L(Ä) satisfies (1), (2), (3) if and only if

L(A.)=D+(Ä-a)~ A.ir-ri(a-A)-lBD.

where (T,F) is a pair of matrices such that AT+BF=I and T is nilpotent of order co.Tbe

equation AT+BF=I is analysed further, in particular all possiblities far the invariant

polynomials of T are characterized
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w. RUESS. Ergodie Theorems far Periodie Eyolution Systems.

Tbe subject of the talk is the result Goint wOIk with W.H. Summers, Israel J. Math. 64 (1988),

J. Functional. Analysis, 10 appear) on the asymptotic behaviour of solutions 10 periodie

evolution systems u'(t)+A(t)U(t)3f(t) (t>O), u(O)=oo, ascerting that under certain conditions

(both in the linear and the nonlinear case) the solution u decomposes into the sum

-u==u(:~O)y~ o{ anll1Dwsi perlodFmOtionU(; +-t,O)Y:IR+=':"X-and -an--Eberlein-weaklY---

a.1Ipost periodie function <peWOC't+,x). This result improves on the corresponding (nonlinear)

ergodie theorems by J.B. Baillon, H. Brezis, F. Browder, R.E. Bruck, A. Pazy, S. Reich and

others.

Two problems related 10 the teehniques of proof and the asymptotic behaviour of cpeWO(R+,K)
. . /'

are being discussed:

(I) Measure of non-affineness of non-expansive operators in "nice" Banach spaces: true far.

·14uniformly convex X, not true far L [0,1] and 11.

(TI) Characterizations of unitary operators TeB(L2[0,1]) (EdN) such that (T . f,f)eWO(1N),

feL2[0,1], (xEeW0(0) with a prescribed type of vanishing at infinity.

H.H. SCHAEFER. Smjective Isometries of L1oL00and L 1+L00 om [Q,ool.

Let m denote Lebesgue measure on IR+=[0,00). As usual, L I+L00 is supplied with the nonn

IIhll:=inf(lIflll+llgll.) where the inf is taken over all h=f+g (feLl, geLj. Thro~gh an explicit •

determination of the extreme boundary of the unit ball W=(h:llhIlS1), it is shown that every

. .. f LI Loo • du ... h f LI Loo d Lt...T 00sUI'Jecnve lsometry 0 + m ces a SUlJective lsometry on eac 0 , , an J lL

(with respect 10 the appropriate narms). By a recent result of R. Grzaslewicz that determines

the is~metries of L 1nL00 onto L 1nL00 (norm IIk ll=max(lIklll'lIk lloJ), all these isometries are of

the form

Tf(s)=r(s)f(cp(s»,
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where r is measurable and Ir I=1, cp a bimeasurable, m-preserving transformation of IR+ onto

itself.

E. SCHROHE. Boundedness and Inyertibility far Pseudodifferential Operators on

AnisotrQpicaUy Weiahted LP-Soboley Spaces.

Pseudodifferential operators (pdo) with symbols in 000 of the Hön:nander cluses S~6'

OSöSpSl, ~1, form a Fr6chet algebra of bounded operators on each of the LP-Sobolev spaces

H~(IRn), se~, 1<p<oo (for p#2 assume p=l). For p>O, these algebras are spectrally invariant: if

ODe of these operators has an inverse in .t~, then the inverse is again a pdo with a symbol

in the same class. So they form· 'I'--elgebras in the sense of Gmmsch (1984) in .taI~.

For a function yee (IR) with l(x~ and aay bounded far al1 a;tO define the weighted space .

~={'Y-tu:ue~}. telR. One can then show that the pdo's mentioned abo~ are all bounded on

~ This is a property that not even so closely re1ated an operator as the Hilben transform on .

IR has; cf. Coifman and Fefferman 1974. If in addition p=l, then, these operators form

'V-algebras in .r (H;t. Moreover, the spectrum of an operator in one" of these classes is

completely independent of the choice of s, 1, p and y.

.H.G. TILLMANN. Infinitedimensional Commodity Spaces in Mathematical Economies.

We consider Jr =1
0000 as a global commodity space for an economy with unlimited: time

horizon, X(tO> is a lee. convex space (time ~dependent commodity space), 'tO the Mackey

• topology far the duality <X,V>, Y=X('tO>'. For x=(xa,...,xo'...) we denote the tale

(O,...,O,xn'xn+l ,...) by xn and far xeX is l.n(x)=(O,...,O,x,O,...) the natural imbedding ofX in tR.
(n)

A topology 't on ,tR is caIled ~gular, if ln:X('to>-+Jr ('t) is continuous. We follow

BroWQ-Lewis: Econometiea (1981):

Def.!: A preference relation< is myopie, iff x<y==*V z: x+zn<Y if ~(i,y;7;).

Def.2: A topo1ogy ~ on 1
00

(X) is myopie iff every 't--a>ntinuous preference relation is myopie.

Examples: 'too is not, the product topology 't
x

and the strict topology pare myopie.
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Theorem.l:a) There is a strongest regular and myopie topology 'tSM on tN=loo(X).

b) <%'(tSM)'=P:=I~(Y)={ü=(un)~lIunIlB=lIiiIlB<-)' B bounded in X.
·0"

e) eN('tsm)"=l:(X")={x=(xn): xneX", bounded and equicont:inuous}.

Remark: 'tm=Maekey topology on tN :tm='tm<tN ,JI > satisfies: 'tm::J'tSM=>P (Far X=lRl

-Brown--LeWlS ancrfOi X=L-(Sl:)!) Raut (JET 1986)proved 1:10='tSM='P).-- - -- -.-

Theorem 2: a) 'tm='tS~P Ü X is a reflexive Banach lattiee (Tillmann 1988).

b) 'tm=tSM ifX is an arbitrary barreled space (Flügel 1989).

Essential in the proof of Theorem 2b) is tbe operator T :lb1(Y}--tll=ll(IRl), y---+(<x ,y » INx n n ne

and

Lemma: Tx is (o(JI ,tN),0(11,1) continuous.

Therefore, it maps a(JI ' eR}-compact sets i into a(ll,l}-compaet sets Kd1. It follows that

,t> is a 'tSM-neighborhood and then 'tm='tSM'

H.TRlEBEL. Atomic Decompositions of Funetion SpareSt PseudodifIerential Operators.

"Atoms are smooth building blocks in funetion spaces which attraeted muehattention in the last

10 years or so. We give abrief description of atomie representations of distributions belonging

to spaces F~ of Hardy--80bolev type. We sketch applications: Mapping properties of

pseudodifferential operators in function spaces.

D. VOGT. Continuous Linear Inverses rot Partial Differential Operators with Constant

Coefficients.

Let P(D)=1alsmaJ>a and Cc::ßf open, The old problem of L. Schwartz, under which

conditions there exists a eontinuous linear right inverse far the operator P(D):C
oo

(O)---tCoo(0) is

solved by the following theorem.
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Theorem: Tbe following are equivalent:

(1) P(D) admits a continuous linear right inverse in Coo(Q).

(2) P(D) admits a continuous linear right inverse in D'(O).

(3) Q is P(D)-convex with baunds, i. e. Vcocc:n 3co'c:cO 'o'colta:n 3k,C:

ve' '(colt), P(-D)v Ico''\m.eB~ v Ico''\m.ECB-k.

Here B-k denotes the unit ball in tJte Sobolev space H-t, B=BO. If e. g. n is an open convex

set with C1-boundary (far instance the unit ball) then this is equivalent to: P(D) is 'hypemc;lic

and the principal part decomposes (up to a constant) into real linear factors.

Report on joint werk with R. Meise (Düsseldorf) and B.A. Taylar (Ann. Arbor).

L. WEIS. Strongly Affine Pmiections on M(X).

Let X be a Polish space. M(X) (P(X) denotes the space of finite (probability) measures on X.

A bounded operator T:M(X)----+M(X) is strongly affine if T is universally measurable with

•respect to the w -topology and far every probability measure Q on P(X) with barycenter J.1 the

image measure QoT-1 has barycenter TQ.1), equivalently, there is a w·;miyersally measurable

kernel (J.Lx)xeX of measures on X such that far all J.LeM(X)

TJ.1=W*IIJ'ydJ,L(y).

Let L be a norm closed, non-separable sublattice of L, U=LnP(X) and E=etrU=(J.Lel1:J.L an

atom of L}. Consider the following conditions:e a) There is a strongly affine order isomctty J of M(O,l) 0010 L.

b) There is a positive, contraetive and strongly affine projecti.on P of M(X) onto L..

•c) For every J.LeU there is unique w ;nubability measure on E with J.1 as its barycenter.

d) There is a countably generated a-algebra 1: of universally measurable subsets ,of X such

that r is H-sufficient far U.

•e) U has the w -Radon-Nikodym property.

• •f)There are w -universally measurable, w --measure convex sets Mn so that P(X)\U=w Mn.
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Theorem: We always have a)~)~f) and b)~~f)===>a).H we assume Martin's axiom we

can show a)===>b) and all the conditions are equivalenL

Tbe proofs use a general Choquet--type representation theorem of Bourgin and Edgar and

results on orthogonal kerD.els by Mauldin, Preiss and v. Weizäcker.

H. WIDOM. Tbc Heat Expansion fOT Inte&mJ Operators.

-VIe-cOnsidCr -cOmpresSionsto-S(0)-(0 a compactsubsetofBf)- of.positive elliptic'l'do'sofe-.-.
ne~ative Oider --I" on uf. Examples are integral operators with kernels of the fOlm

clx-ylr-n(Rieszpotentials) or clx-Ylr~r-n/2(lx-YI) (Bessel ~ntials). If A.i are the

eigenvalues one seeks an asymptotic expansion as t-tO+ of 1fe-t/Ai. A f~l expansion

~~aktk-n/r+o(l) is obtained using the calculus of '1100's, where ~ are given by integral

fonnulas in terms of the symbol of the operator. Tbe expansion is sometimes wrong but is

correct under an extra assumption which is satisfied in the two examples mentioned In the

general ease only the coefficient an might be wrong and a conjectme is stated conceming its

correct value.

G. WIITSTOCK. Hahn Decomposition pf Operator Yalued Mea.sun;s.

Let X be a compact ~usdorff space and cp:Bor(X)-tB(tN)sa eountable additive with respect 10

the weak operator topology. If cp has bounded semivariation then <tr.C~B(Jr),<I(f):=Ifdcp- is a

bounded operator. We define a finer semivariation by. .
1I,lIcb=sup{~lh CP(Ai)hIlT(R):uAi=X,heHS( tN),lIh IlHSS1 }.

Tbe foUowing are equivalent:

(1) IIcpllcb<00.

(2) ep is completely bounded and 11 4>11cb=lIcpllcb.

(3) <p has a Hahn decomposition cp=cp+--cp-, IIcp+(x)+cp-(x)II=lIcpllcb.

(4) <p has a dilation to a spectral measure i. e. there exist a spectral measure e:Bor(X)-+B(Jr),

• •an imbedding 6:tN-t.R and ye e(Bor(X)', y=y , IIYII=lIcpllcb 8.th. CP=4JI ye(.) 4JI.
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v. WROBEL. Sprectra of CO=Semigroups.

Among other things the fsilure of the spectral mapping theorem

(*) a(UA(t);X)\{O}=eta(A;X) (~)

for CO-semi~ups (UA(t»~ on complex Danach spaces is analyzed. It tums out that if (*)

does not hold, then (J(UA(t);X)'eta(A;X) contains nontrivial connected subsets and even rings

for almost all ~. So, in any case, if (*) is not true, then (*) must fall dramatically.

v. Wrobel, Stability and speetm of CO-semigroups. Math. Ann. 285, 201-219(1989).

v. Wrobel, 'Asymptotic behavior of CO~groupsin B-eonvex spaces. Indiana Univ. Math.

].38, 101-114(1989).

Berichterstatter: Kai Lorentz
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